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CREATE WINDWOOD Ultrasilent Ceiling Fan

Thank you for chcosing our ceiling fan. Before using the appliance, and to ensure the best use, carefully read these instruction. The safety
precautions enclosed herein reduce the risk of death, injury and electrical shock when correctly adhered to. Keep the manusl in a safe place for future
reference, along with the completed warranty cerd, purchase receipt and package. if applicable, pass these instructions on to the next owner of the
appliance. Always follow basic safety precautions and accident-prevention measures wher using an electrical apliance. We assume no liability for
custo mer fsiling to comply with these requirements

SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS

When using any electrical appliance, basic safety precautions should always be abserved.

This appliance is not intended for use by persons with reduced physical, sensory or mental capablities or lack of experience and knowledge,
unless they are under supervision, or have been given instruction concerning the safe use of the appliance and understand the hazards involved.
Children do not recognize the dangers thet may ccour when operating a celing fan Keep chidren away trom ceiling fans
Do not expose the ceiling fan to rain or moisture. Do not operate the cel ing fan outdoors or with wet hands

LOCATION AND INSTALLATION Requirements

Mechanical issues

According to safety regulations, the lowest point of the fan biade must be at least 2.3m (7 feet) from the foor
Please, make sure the chosen location will not allow the rotating fan bl ades to come into contact with any objects.
Ensure ceiling joists are sound and of adequate size and strength to support the weight of the fan.
To reduce the risk of fire, electrical shock or personal njury, ensure that the fan mounting bracket is supported directly from the building structure.
DO NOT mount to an outlet box.
The mounting bracket must be frmly screwed to a load bearing structure, e.g a concrete celing. steel structure or timber frame. If a timber frame
is added, it must be securely nailed or screwed between two beams.
To reduce risk of personal irjury and property damage, do not bend or damage the downrod or the fan blades when handl ing or installing them.
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If you notice any product imperfections, pleese contact our after-sales service before proceeding to install the fan.
Make sure the ceiling fan is securely fastened to the ceiling. All set screws must be checked and re-tightened where necessary before fan
operation.

Electrical issues

Always turn the power off before servicing the ceiling fan, turn off the circuit breaker that feeds the power to the light. To Avoid possible electric
shock, make sure electricity is tumed off at the fuse box or circuit breaker panel before wiring
The fan, mounting bracket and light kit must be earthed. Ensure all spliced connections are adequately Insulated
Check and confirm that all connections are proper and secure. When all the electrical connections are done, store all wires neatly
Do not attempt to control this fan from ary wall or remate control that is not approved by the manufacturer for use with this fan. DO NOT use a
solid state controller. The use of an unapproved wall or remote control will void the Tanty
Do not connect the ceiling fan to a dimmer switch or a regulator.

PARTS LIST

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

Mark the correct position of the holes and fa the ceiling bracket using the screws with metal anchor or screws and washers suitable for the type
of ceiling chosen.
Check the correct installation of the bracket before hanging the fan. This plate must support the full weight of the fan.

Fixing the mounting bracket
The outlet box and joist must be securely mounted and cepable of reliably supporting at least the weight of the fan.

Wooden ceiling
Securely attach the mounting bracket with wood screws and washers to the ceiling joints



Concrete celling
Boreholes with an mm drill, according to the length of the expansion screws. After that, fix the mounting bracket on the celling with the expansion
screws Don’t fix the mounting bracket directly on ceilings thinner than 1Dmm to avoid the risk of the wood screws becoming lose.

Downrod Installation
Choose the suspension bar thet best sults your situaricn: t has a 15 cm and 8 25 cm suspension bar. Remove the ber bolt, remaving the pin, and
pess the canopy (oof trim) and the engine canopy through the suspension bar Next, rcute the fan moor cables through the inside of the suspension
bar. Tighten the suspersior bar to the engine and insert the bolt and pin.

This tan can be instaled both on a normal and a veuted celing, and you can extend the hanging length using the longer downrod (provided). To install
the downrod you will need the followng tools: a screwdriver, a flat head screw driver, adustabie pliers or a wrench, a stepiadde, wre cutters and rated
electrical tape.
Foed the fan’s wires al the wy trom the motor housing, trough the downod, the decorathve cover and canopy to the celing
Tip: Applying a smell piece of electricel tape to the ends of the wires will help keep them toçether when threecing them through the downrod

Attaching the downrod to the moter housing

1. Remover the cotter pin from the clevis pin and pull the clevis pin out
2. Unscrew the fusing screws.
3. Push the downed into the top of the motor housing and align the holies on the dowered
4. Insert the clevis pin back in and lock it with the cotter pin.
5. Fasten the facing screws.



6. Cover with the major canopy

Remofe control connection
Make the connection between the receiver cables and the fan mator cables following the color indicatians. Make sure the connection is tight.

Hanging the fan

Hang the fan an the celing mount Bring the suspension axde doser lo the bracket and let the motor assembly rest on the roaf bracket Insert the
remote control receiver into the left space when inslaling the cailing mount, batween the ceing and the suspension bar. So tha the connecton
cables are autside 1he metal plate a eonnect the cables
Pass the receiver first, lettling the cabies protr ude through the sides af the bracket, as indicated in the drawings

1. Hang the motor housing on the mounting bracket. Rotate the fan so that the notch on the ball engeges the ridge in the mounding brucket
2. Place the remote control recelver in the slot on the mounting bracket as shown In the figure.

3. Fit bowl screws to the halfway position on opposite ho les until there is approximately 5mm between the screw head and the rim of the mounting
plate Dom forget to place washers between the screw head and the mounting bracket.

4. Slide the canopy over the mounting bracket and align the locking slots with the 1wo screws installed.
5. Twist the canopy and tighten the screws. Install the two remaining mounting screws into the other two holes an the canopy and tag then hardly
6. Once the electrical installation has been checked and completed, push the “celling rose” (ceiling trim) upwards until the ceiling mouth and all the

connection cables are covered. Match the screws by aligning the holes in the “ceiling rose” (ceiling trim) with the side holes in the bracket
7. At this time you can also push the engine canopy down until t engages its the engine body.

Installing the fan blades



Align the holes on the blade holder with the holes on the blades and the matter body and screw them in place, but don’t tighten them until they are all
placed and screwed in. Tip: To save time, you can fit the washers on each screw prior ta installing the blades.

Check the installation

Check the comet operation of the celling fan, checking that no strange movement or misalignment is observed in any part of the fan.
In the event that some kind af hum/vibration can be seen you can proceed to adjust the blades with the shooting kit.
This kit has self adhesive weights and ‘ shaped clips
Tum off the celling fan.
You can put the clip in the center af any blade and check if the vibration decreases.
Turn on the fan and check. If no change is seen, turn off the fan and odd another clip to a different blade cr use the adhesive weights.

REMOTE control

Digital wireless RF transmission technology allows for acne-by-cane control mode, (one control can only be used for one fan). TNs provides a
matching code rate oft less than 1 In a million. ( the transmitter or receiver are damaged, they should be repaired by the manufacturer) You can use
the receiver from anywhere in the house. Thanks to the remote control’s memory function, the caroler can save the status (light and direction) but if
there e was a power tut the fan would return to its initial state.

1. Speed control
2. On/Off button
3. Power indicator
4. Timer
5. Remote control battery

Waning’s

1. Use this product under the correct tension. Too low a voltage will result in a felled operation.
2. Remove the batteries from the remote If you are not go ink to use It tor a long time.

Note: For safety reasons and to ensure optimum performance, connect the ground wire correctly
3. When installing the fan, make sure that nothing is pressing on the receiver antenna or other cables to prevent a short circuit

PROBLEM SHOOTIN

When the remote control doesn’t work, check if.

The fan has power.
The fen is properly connected.
The battery in the remote control is charged.
There are other products controlled by remote control nearby and in operation. Remote control products with the same frequency that are
working in proximity will interfere with each other.

Documents / Resources
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